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ABSTRACT

Spectrum allocation in wireless communication and telemetry systems of the future may be per-
formed in a dynamic and distributed manner, as opposed to static centralized regulations currently
in place. This paper surveys a new area of research in the communications field known as cognitive
radio which will allow dynamic sharing of spectral bands. An introduction to cognitive radio, a
review of existing research results, and discussion of open problems in the area is provided.
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INTRODUCTION

The number of users in wireless communication networks has increased steadily in the last decade
while the amount of spectrum licensed for use has remained relatively fixed. This increase in
demand for wireless services has driven researchers find new techniques for using the available
spectrum efficiently and avoid the spectrum shortage problem. A new technique that is currently
receiving much attention is called cognitive radio.

The concept of “spectrum shortage” has been proclaimed by many for years, but new results chal-
lenge this idea [1]. A recent report by the FCC shows that at any given place and time, only five to
ten percent of the RF spectrum is being used [2, 3, 4]. Thus, spectrum shortage is not due to the
number of users wishing to use the RF spectrum simultaneously, but the current centralized rules
that regulate what users can transmit at specific frequencies. If the owner of a certain band is not
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transmitting, the band could be used for other services. Discerning when a band of frequencies
is unoccupied and available for use is one of the key features of cognitive radio. This and other
features of cognitive radio will be elaborated on in the following sections.

The next section gives a formal definition of cognitive radio, the benefits they offer, and reviews
some of their essential features. The amount of literature on cognitive radio is still rather small.
Some existing results are reviewed next. As cognitive radio is still in its infancy, there are still many
open problems to solve. The final section summarizes some of the problems that are currently being
considered at the IFT Telemetry Laboratory at the University of Missouri at Rolla.

COGNITIVE RADIO BASICS

The term cognitive radio was first coined by Mitola in his Ph.D. dissertation [5]. For this work, we
find the following definition of a cognitive radio most useful:

A cognitive radio is defined as a communication system which has the ability to detect
other users in the electromagnetic environment and then dynamically alter its power,
frequency, modulation, coding and other parameters to efficiently utilize vacant spec-
trum while at the same time avoiding interference to existing systems [4].

From this definition we see that cognitive radio networks can be be very efficient and are able
to automatically adapt behavior to meet user needs. Programs have already been initiated by the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and FCC to develop this technology [6, 7].

Detecting unused portions of the RF spectrum (called white spaces in the cognitive radio literature)
and dynamically adapting the modulation scheme to use this spectrum is a key feature of cognitive
radios. The sampling rate, detection processing algorithm used, time-varying conditions of the en-
vironment, computational complexity, battery life, and other factors must be considered to ensure
that white spaces are used efficiently. Care must also be taken to ensure that interference is not
created for legacy users. A cognitive radio must thus continuously monitor the environment, even
after identifying a white space, to avoid interference with primary users of a band.

Allowing users to decide what frequency of the RF spectrum to transmit at is a distributed spectrum
allocation policy. As noted in [8], this leads to enhanced network scalability, a useful feature for
future wireless networks. However, without any central organization many new problems arise. For
example, most systems are concerned with global optimality. In a cellular network for instance,
we desire all users to be able to make calls and for there to be fairness in the network. If all users
are making decisions based on their best interests and based on their local observations, how do we
ensure the system as a whole is working as desired? How do we punish greedy users from using
too much spectrum to make sure their services are maintained at the cost of all other users?

These questions and many others like them can be addressed by a branch of mathematics called
game theory. It is relatively easy to model certain optimization problems of communication sys-
tems as games. Game theory has been applied to problems such as CDMA power control [9],
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dynamic channel allocation [10], random access and power control [8], digital subscriber line
(DSL) power and frequency distribution [11], wireless power control [12, 13], joint rate and power
control [14], and ad-hoc network node cooperation [15]. This area of mathematics is attractive
since it provides a way to model behavior in a cognitive radio network, and existing mathematical
results can be applied rather easily. Some authors feel that game theory is an essential part of future
cognitive networks [16].

As a specific example we provide a result from [15]. Let N = 25 be the number of users in
a network. Let there be 5 different classes of users, with 5 users in each class. The user class
represents different devices such as cell phones, laptop computers, etc. Each class has an associated
energy constraint. Communication in the network is performed in a single-relay fashion. We
assume a discrete time simulation. At the beginning of each time slot a source node, destination
node, and relay node are randomly selected. The source node asks the relay node to route its
information to the destination node. The relay node can accept or reject the request to forward the
traffic. If relay nodes always denied the forwarding request, data would never reach the destination
node. If relay nodes always accepted the forwarding request, they would use too much of their
battery life forwarding information that did not concern them. The percentage of time they accept
the forwarding request is a key parameter in this network.

Figure 1 plots the normalized acceptance rate (NAR) of each class of users versus time. The NAR
is defined as the fraction of relay requests accepted to the number of total requests made for each
node. The figure shows five lines, one for each class of users in the network. The users in the
network made a decision to accept or reject a relay request using a decision function that used only
local information at each node. In [15], the optimal NAR for each class of users is derived as 0.84,
0.49, 0.30, 0.20, 0.12. From the plot we see that using just local decisions the communication
system has converged to the optimal values. Many of the details of this example have been left out.
However, this example demonstrates how complex systems can be described with game theory and
how existing results in game theory can be applied to communication systems to ensure optimal
global behavior in a distributed system.

PREVIOUS WORK

The last section defined cognitive radio and mentioned several of their features. In this section
we review some existing results for cognitive radio networks. These papers serve as an excellent
starting point for learning about other details of cognitive radio, offer some excellent preliminary
results in the field, and raise a variety of interesting problems for future research.

• The sensing/detection problem is discussed in [17]. This paper investigates how well energy
detectors will work for detecting signals. They discuss the problem of needing a sufficient
numbers of samples to detect the presence or absence of primary users. Since the number
of samples is related to the operating SNR, it may take a while to find a white space at low
SNR. If it takes too long to identify a white space, it may be impossible to use the white
space during short gaps in the primary users transmission. They conclude that knowing
just the modulation scheme and transmission code book is useless. Noise uncertainty and
quantization errors further compound problems.
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Figure 1: Normalized acceptance rate versus time. NAR values of the network converge to the
optimal operating point.

• The authors of [18] suggest scattering the frequency bands used by secondary users over a
large range of frequencies. This way, if a primary user comes back online, he will probably
just encounter a subset of frequencies being used by the secondary user. Thus, the primary
user will see reduced interference until the secondary user turns off his transmitted signals in
his band. This technique could easily be implemented using orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM). Instead of having to stop transmission completely in the case of a
narrowband signal, interference could be reduced immediately by turning off the subset of
OFDM tones that are causing interference.

• The capacity of a simple cognitive radio channel is given in [19]. This paper introduces
the idea of distributed spectral activity, i.e. the notion that the environment sensed at the
transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) may be different. As the correlation between the TX
and RX propagation environments decreases, the spectral activity becomes more distributed,
and their results show that capacity decreases. In this work, they also show that with small
transmission bursts (3-5 symbols at a time), a significant portion of channel capacity with
full knowledge of spectral holes at the receiver is achieved. This is a very promising result.

• Performance of a cognitive radio testbed built at Virginia Tech is documented in [20]. They
use genetic algorithms for the cognitive part of their radios to adaptively change modulation
parameters. Genetic algorithms for optimization are also used in [21].
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OPEN PROBLEMS

During an initial survey of cognitive radio technology, the IFT Telemetry Laboratory at the Uni-
versity of Missouri at Rolla has identified many open problems. We summarize a portion of these
research ideas here. We list these ideas to emphasize the significant amount of work that still
needs to be done in this emerging area of research, and to outline the projects our group will be
investigating in the future.

• Develop joint MIMO-game theory algorithms. The importance of MIMO in future cognitive
radio networks is discussed in [16]. Cognitive algorithms for MIMO systems have not been
investigated yet. The algorithms developed must yield fairness in a multi-user setting [8].

• Develop multi-user coding schemes. Interesting examples of this are [22, 23] and the classic
dirty paper coding scheme of [24], but very few key results exist. As discussed in [25], it
is possible to use multi-user coding schemes to transmit information effectively even when
there isn’t white space available.

• Develop a game theory framework where adversaries (i.e. jammers etc) are present. Most
current literature deals with just cooperative networks.

• Investigate convergence properties of cognitive networks [26]. Future military communi-
cation systems have specific and sometimes stringent QoS requirements for joint tracking
and engagement scenarios. Develop fundamental results for network convergence proper-
ties under QoS constraints. How do we guarantee that cognitive networks converge but still
perform better than “typical” systems? Convergent behavioral strategies should: [15]:

– Be based on past behavior of the network.

– Protect from exploitation.

– Be scalable.

– Guard against malicious users.

• Develop hybrid cognitive algorithms. Cognitive algorithms should be as distributed as pos-
sible to minimize problems when key assets (such as cell towers) fail. However, by using
some central organization, the probability of network convergence should rise. Develop al-
gorithms and systems that have some centralized characteristics to ensure convergence, but
can decentralize gracefully when the need arises.

• Investigate utility functions. The choice of a proper utility function is important [8]. Most of
the literature focuses on bit error rate (BER) as the key parameter for calculating the utility
score. There are many other parameters of interest, such as transmit power for conserving
battery life and minimizing the probability of intercept. An investigation in this area would
help determine what parameters are essential to include in the utility function and which are
not.
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• Develop cognitive radio channel models. A cognitive radio channel model should describe
frequency use and power levels as a function of time and location. This multi-dimensional
process could be proposed statistically based on the type of environment (urban, subur-
ban, etc) or modelled based on empirical measurements. A hidden Markov model (HMM)
method that used a genetic algorithm (GA) was proposed in [27].

• Develop radio etiquette protocols for military applications. Different types of data in the net-
work have different levels of priorities. In a cognitive military network, interrupting service
to a voice user to ensure missile tracking information is transmitted to the asset that shot the
missile may be appropriate. A classification scheme for data is needed, rules for routing the
data to ensure QoS, etc.

• Define the appropriate spectrum space [28]. We can include location, direction of trans-
mission, antennas to use, modulation and coding, power, frequency, etc. Which of these
variables will be most useful in manipulating to achieve superior performance. We also need
to investigate these different options in a MIMO setting.

• Develop signal processing techniques for detecting white spaces in the frequency spectrum,
such as cyclo-stationary feature detection [3]. Also investigate cooperative feature detection
for improved performance, especially at low SNR [3]. Cooperative measuring will help
avoid the “hidden terminal problem”. How do we fuse measurements from multiple users
into a coherent picture of the environment?

• Investigate problems in multi-user and cognitive information theory. Many open problems
are discussed and summarized quite well in [11]. Fundamental results are needed for cog-
nitive radio channel capacity and coding schemes. The only currently known result is an
achievable region for the cognitive radio multiple access channel [29]. Similar work is also
given in in [25, 30]. It is noted in [30] with regard to cognitive radios that,“many of the
fundamental theoretical questions on the limits of such a technology remain unanswered”.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has provided an introduction to cognitive ad-hoc wireless networks, a distributed and
dynamic communication technique for using the RF spectrum in an efficient manner. Existing re-
sults in this area were reviewed and many open problems have been summarized. These summaries
show that cognitive radio is an emerging technology that could prove important in the near future.
By investigating cognitive radio at this time, the IFT Telemetry Laboratory at the University of
Missouri at Rolla hopes to provide fundamental results in this new and promising area research.
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